
Electronic publication of a doctoral thesis  
 
The electronic publishing of a doctoral thesis is an attractive and quite simple way of submitting your 
work for publication. The advantages are 
 

 low costs in comparison to a publication in print 

 speedy processing and granting of doctoral titles 

 quick and worldwide access 
 
The steps you need to take are as follows: 
 

1. Upload of your thesis 

You have to fill out an electronic form and upload your document. 
To start this, go to the page 
 https://ediss.sub.uni-hamburg.de and login with your “Rechenzentrumskennung” (https://bv.uni-
hamburg.de) or chose “Login für Externe” and register yourself (“Neu hier?”) with your e-mail-
address (we will send you further information by e-mail) 
 
You will then be guided through a four-step process. 
 

 The form that follows as step one requires some data about your thesis. 

 In step two you can check the data and go back to step one if corrections are needed. 

 Step three requires the actual upload of your in PDF-format. 

 In step four you receive a confirmation for the successful upload and you need to click the button. 
on the end of the page to get to a so-called "Veroeffentlichungsvereinbarung" or “Publication 
agreement". Please print out this document and sign it  
 
Signing the printed form, you agree to the following terms: 
 

 electronic publishing of your thesis on our server 

 allowing the library to send both your document and its metadata to the German national library 
“Deutsche Nationalbibliothek” (DNB) for preservation 

 allowing the library to convert your document to other formats than PDF if needed for appropriate 
long-term preservation in the future 
 
Your signature on this form will also assure us that the uploaded document is identical with the one 
that was approved by your board of examiners and that it has not been altered since its acceptance. 
 

2. Formalities  
 
The form and two print copies for circulation purposes need to be handed in before we can make 
your work accessible online. If you want to send your documents, please address them to: 
 
Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek Hamburg 
Hochschulschriftenbearbeitung 
Von-Melle-Park 3 

20146 Hamburg 

Germany 

https://ediss.sub.uni-hamburg.de/
https://bv.uni-hamburg.de/
https://bv.uni-hamburg.de/


We process your data and inform you about the internet address of your work on our server. We also 

send a confirmation to the academic office for your faculty's doctoral process, which is a necessary 

formality for the awarding of the doctoral degree. 

 

Feel free to contact the “Hochschulschriftenbearbeitung” with any questions or problems that might 

occur. 

 

Hochschulschriftenbearbeitung 

E-Mail: diss@sub.uni-hamburg.de 

Phone: +49 40/42838-2236 


